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The development and application of a multistate empirical valence bond (MS-EVB) model for a weak acid
dissociation and subsequent proton transport in aqueous solution is described. The weak acid dissociation
step is modeled by the inclusion of an additional EVB state describing the case when proton is bound to the
acid’s conjugate base. The model was parametrized for the imidazolium cation deprotonation. Classical
molecular dynamics simulation methodology was used to study both equilibrium and dynamic properties of
this system. Free energy profiles of the deprotonation reaction, studied using a novel center of excess charge
reaction coordinate, reveal the need to include several solvation shells around the weak acid in order to
stabilize the hydronium species formed upon the weak acid deprotonation. The solvent atomic density plots
examined at selected points along the proton transfer coordinate display a relatively large reorganization of
the solvent around the weak acid molecule, caused by the shift in the weak acid molecule atomic point
charges caused by the deprotonation. Finally, since the concentration of the weak acid in the system under
study is low, its presence has only mimimal effect on the solvent diffusion and on the transfer dynamics of
the excess proton in the water solution after the weak acid dissociation step.

1. Introduction

Due to their intrinsic importance, acid-base reactions in
aqueous solution and the associated proton transfer and transport
(PT) processes have been a subject of intensive research over
decades.1-4 With the improvements in simulation methods5-7

and the enormous increase in computing power, computational
modeling has proven to be a valuable tool in the understanding
the microscopic nature of PT reactions.

Empirical potential energy functions have been used exten-
sively in connection with classical molecular dynamics (MD)
to study solvated ions in water;8,9 however, modeling of the
ionization process itself is inherently difficult due to the need
to allow for the breaking and formation of chemical bonds
during the reaction process. The process of bond dissociation
can be successfully studied by utilizing molecular dynamics
based on electronic structure methods, e.g., the Car-Parrinello
approach.10,11 However, these methods require an explicit
treatment of the electronic degrees of freedom and therefore
are very costly for systems consisting of more than several tens
of water molecules. There is also the issue of the accuracy of
the underlying electronic density functional used in such
approaches.

Therefore, there is a continuing trend to improve the PT
reaction potentials based on molecular mechanics force fields
to allow for chemical bond rearrangements. One way to
effectively include the bond breaking and formation into
potential energy models is provided via the empirical valence
bond (EVB) method, introduced by Coulson12 and Mulliken13

and further developed and extensively applied by Warshel.6,14,15

This method is based on the assumption that the ground state
of a reactive system can be described as a linear combination
of several empirical valence bond (VB) states that correspond

to the reactants and products involved in the reaction. For
example, in the case of acid dissociation

one VB state would describe the reactant system HA+ H2O
and a second VB state the products A- + H3O+. The matrix
elements entering the associated VB eigenvalue problem are
usually modeled by established classical MD force fields, and
the coupling between them is chosen so that the ab initio ground
state potential energy surface (PES) of the process is reasonable
well reproduced in critical regions of the configurational space.
Due to its simplicity, the EVB method is numerically inexpen-
sive, and provided that appropriate functional forms and
parameters describing the matrix elements can be found, the
modeling results can be at a quantitative level.

Recently, a multistate empirical valence bond (MS-EVB)
model for proton transport in water was developed in our
group,16-18 which successfully reproduces various important
aspects of this elementary process. As was also shown recently,19

it turns out to be relatively straightforward to insert a counterion
into a protonated water solution within this MS-EVB model. A
similar model, which differs in important ways,16-18 has been
developed by Borgis and co-workers.20-23

With regard to acid-base reactions, however, our original
MS-EVB approach allows one to only study the proton
migration after the initial PT step from the acid species into
the aqueous solution. This can be a realistic approximation for
strong acids, which have large dissociation constants and
therefore a short lifetime of the ion contact pair. In the case of
weak acids, on the other hand, the ionization step needs to be
included explicitly into the EVB model because their dissocia-
tion constant is small and there is a nonnegligible lifetime of
either the solvated acid [HA in eq 1] or the contact ion pair† Part of the special issue “William H. Miller Festschrift”.

HA + H2O f A- + H3O
+ (1)
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H3O+A- in the solution. The explicit treatment of acid dis-
sociation can be readily achieved by the inclusion of an
additional VB state that describes the hydrated acid molecule
within the MS-EVB description for proton transport through
water. We have recently presented an initial study outlining this
approach,19 and the aim of this paper is to provide an extended
examination of our augmented MS-EVB model which is capable
of modeling weak acid dissociation.

As a model system for weak acid dissociation, the deproto-
nation of the imidazolium cation (ImH+) in aqueous solution
has been chosen, which yields a neutral imidazole molecule (Im)
and a hydronium ion, i.e.

Imidazole is a heteroaromatic molecule with one basic nitrogen
and one acidic NH group, which constitutes a building block
for several biologically important organic molecules, e.g., the
amino acids tryptophan and histidine. Histidine is found in the
active sites of various enzymes and is believed to play a crucial
role in their catalytic behavior.6 Since most of the enzymatic
catalytic processes proceed at a room temperature in an aqueous
environment, a good theoretical description of the imidazole
interactions with water molecules involved in its protonation
and deprotonation will necessary to accurately study enzymes.

Protonation of imidazole has been previously studied using
ab initio methods in gas phase and solution24-26 and also via
QM/MM free energy perturbation molecular dynamics.27,28The
treatment of long-range electrostatic interactions in an MD
simulation of Im and ImH+ in liquid bulk phase water was also
discussed recently.29 These past studies form a good basis for
a general understanding of the PT process in extended water-
imidazole systems, but they did not focus in detail on the actual
deprotonation step of imidazolium in aqueous solution. The main
goal of this study is thus to develop a PES model based on the
MS-EVB methodology that correctly describes the PT process
from ImH+ into its hydration shells in both gas phase and bulk
aqueous solution.

Our interest in the imidazolium deprotonation stems from an
ongoing effort to study the catalytic mechanism of the enzyme
carbonic anhydrase (CA).30-32 In several variants of this enzyme,
the rate-limiting step in the catalysis is considered to be a proton
transfer from the active site to a histidine ligand,30 which
proceeds via a hydrogen bonded water bridge consisting of
several water molecules. The last step of this reaction, proto-
nation of the histidine residue, can be approximated by the
protonation of the imidazole molecule, as imidazole forms the
active site of the histidine residue. An accurate description of
the PT mechanism in both bulk phase water and for the hydrated
imidazole will be essential to reasonably model the water bridge
proton shuttle process in the enzyme. The first requirement is
already provided per se by our previous proton-transfer MS-
EVB model.16-18 The development and parametrization of an
augmented EVB model for the imidazole protonation-deproto-
nation process thus remains the focus of this study. The
imidazolium molecule consists of two acidic NH groups, which
are equivalent. However, in the protein environment, one of
the groups is usually screened by neighboring residues and
therefore does not participate in the PT process. This is also
the case in CA. Consequently, only one proton donor NH group
will be included in the EVB description of the imidazolium
cation.

The paper is structured as follows. The next section includes
a brief summary of the MS-EVB method with details on the
weak acid MS-EVB model parameter set. Section 3 presents

results of the ab initio PES calculations of small ImH+-water
clusters and a description of the parametrization procedure of
the weak acid EVB potential. Section 4 describes the MD
simulation strategies using the weak acid MS-EVB model, while
results are presented and discussed in Section 5. Conclusions
are given in Section 6.

2. Theoretical Model

A. Summary of the Model. The theoretical background of
the MS-EVB model has been discussed in detail in previous
publications.16-18 In short, the ground state PES of the reacting
system can be obtained from appropriately chosen localized
valence bond states as the lowest eigenvalueE0(x) of theN ×
N EVB Hamiltonian

wherehii corresponds to the potential energy of the VB state
|i〉 andhij is the coupling between the VB states|i〉 and〈 j|. The
vector x represents the complete set of nuclear degrees of
freedom. The diagonal matrix elements are described by
molecular mechanics force fields while the off-diagonal elements
are determined empirically to correctly mimic the PES of the
system under consideration. Note that the coupling term is
present only between the VB states that are allowed to
chemically react with each other. For example, in the weak acid
EVB model, the weak acid VB state|a〉 is coupled only to one
hydronium VB state|b〉 formed by the acid’s proton and the
water molecule that hydrates it.

An important feature in the MS-EVB model for proton
transport in water developed in our group16-18 is that it treats
the solvent-solute charge interactions in both the diagonal and
off-diagonal element of the hydronium EVB states. The off-
diagonal or exchange charge distribution is included to describe
the nonvanishing off-diagonal overlap of the individual VB
electronic states in the protonated water solution. Due to the
more complex charge distribution on the imidazole molecule,
no attempt was made at this time to include this term into the
weak acid-water coupling element. Thus, the solute-solvent
electrostatic interactions in this VB state consist only of the
atomic point charges in the diagonal potential terms. However,
the exchange interaction remains included in the coupling of
the states describing the structure and transport of the hydrated
proton.

B. Hydronium VB State. In the following, the implementa-
tion details of the MS-EVB model for weak acids will be given
with special emphasis on the differences from the original MS-
EVB model.16-18 The EVB states representing the protonated
water with a conjugate base of a weak acid (A-, or Im in this
work), also denoted below as the hydronium VB state, required
several modifications in the calculation of the diagonal EVB
matrix elements. One of these states is schematically depicted
in the upper panel of Figure 1. As a start, the imidazole molecule
force field and its interaction with the solvent must be added to
the diagonal matrix term. The intramolecular potential of an
Im molecule is described by harmonic bond and bend terms,
whereas the torsion terms are based on truncated Fourier series.
Furthemore, nonbonded interactions between the nonadjacent
atoms (1-4 terms) are included. The nonbonded intramolecular
and the water/hydronium-imidazole nonbonding intermolecular
interactions are modeled by standard Lennard-Jones (LJ) and
Coulombic potential terms. The intramolecular and LJ force field
form and parameters for the imidazole molecule are the same

ImH+ + H2O f Im + H3O
+ (2)

H ) ∑
i, j

|i 〉 hij (x) 〈 j| (3)
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as those in our previous publication19 and were taken from the
CHARMM histidine residue parameter set.33 The imidazole
atomic charges, however, were modified. In this work, we use
more realistic point charges calculated from the electrostatic
charge distribution according to the Merz-Kollman scheme,34

evaluated at the ab initio HF/6-31G* level. Charges for the
hydronium VB state are included in Figure 1 for VB state|1〉.
As in the previous work, a hydronium H atom LJ term is
included in the interaction with the imidazole to compensate
for the affinity between the imidazole N proton acceptor atom
and the hydronium hydrogens. The hydrogen LJ parameters
were taken to beσ ) 0.40 Å andε ) 0.046 kcal mol-1.

As mentioned in our earlier publication,19 in the case of the
hydronium VB state, the major difference between the original
protonated water MS-EVB model16-18 and the one used in this
work is that the water molecules interacting with the hydronium
use the full charges as opposed to the charge-scaling procedure
introduced in ref 17. We will hereafter refer to the new MS-
EVB model for the hydrated proton as the “MS-EVB2” model.
Several terms in the MS-EVB2 parameter set were modified to
reproduce the energetics and geometry of the small protonated
water clusters. In a future publication, we will describe the MS-
EVB2 model in detail as well as point out the small differences
in static and dynamic characteristics between the two models.
The present MS-EVB2 hydronium VB state parameter set is
also slightly modified from the one presented before.19 For
consistency, we list here all the changes introduced on the
hydronium VB terms from the original charge-scaled MS-EVB
parametrization.17

The intermolecular interactions of the hydronium species with
surrounding water molecules are described in the MS-EVB2
model by

The termsVCoulombandVLJ represent Coulombic and Lennard-
Jones potentials, respectively, and the indexk runs through all
the water molecules present in the system. The last two terms
add a repulsion between the solvent water oxygen atoms and

hydronium oxygen and hydrogens. TheV rep(ROOk) term is given
by

andV rep(ROHk) is expressed as

Both repulsive potential terms are cut off using a cubic spline
at a certain distance away from the hydronium oxygen. In the
case ofV rep(ROOk), the cutoff is at 3.05 Å with the smooth-
ing starting at 2.85 Å, while forV rep(ROHk) the smoothing cutoff
is at 3.00 Å starting at 2.50 Å. The exchange interaction charges
on oxygen atoms along with several parameters in the EVB
coupling elements were also adjusted. Those parameters of the
MS-EVB2 hydronium model that differ from the original MS-
EVB model17 for the hydrated proton are listed in Table 1.

C. Imidazolium VB State. The acid-water VB state
(ImH+-H2O in this work) has also been slightly modified from
the previous study.19 For the sake of completeness, we describe
the model in full detail here, although many aspects of the model
are the same as those in the recent publication.19

The diagonal matrix element corresponding to the ImH+ and
its interaction with the hydration water molecules (state|2〉 in
Figure 1) is described as

Similar to the hydronium VB state, the inter- and intramolecular
potential parameters involving the imidazolium molecule are
the same as those for the protonated histidine residue33 in the
CHARMM 24 force field.35 The atomic charges on imidazolium
were, as in the imidazole case, taken from the Merz-Kollman
electrostatic charge distribution calculated at the HF/6-31G*
level.36 A schematic picture of this VB state with associated
point charges is depicted in the lower panel of Figure 1. The
new set of charges on the imidazolium atomic centers, together
with the CHARMM Lennard-Jones and intramolecular param-
eters, was found to improve the agreement of the geometry and
H-bond energy of small ImH+-water clusters, with respect to

Figure 1. Schematic picture of the imidazole, Im-H3O+ |1〉 and
imidazolium, Im-H3O+ |2〉 VB states with charges used in the MS-
EVB model.

TABLE 1: Weak Acid MS-EVB Model Parameters for
Matrix Elements Involving the Hydronium States Different
from Ref 17

εO
H3O+ 0.1008 kcal mol-1

σO
H3O+

3.14 Å
B 14.014 kcal mol-1

b 2.20 Å-1

dOO
0 2.40 Å

C 7.387 kcal mol-1

c 3.60 Å-1

dOH
0 0.98 Å

R 12.0 Å-1

r OO
0 1.88 Å

V const
ij -32.419 kcal mol-1

qO
ez -0.116725e

qH
ez -0.04669e

VH3O+,H2O
inter,k ) VCoulomb+ VLJ + V rep(ROOk

) + V rep(ROHk
) (4)

V rep(ROOk
) ) B exp[-b(ROOk

- dOO
0 )] (5)

V rep(ROHk
) ) C exp[-c(ROHk

- dOH
0 )] (6)

hii
ImH+

) ∑
k

NH2O+1

VH2O
intra,k + ∑

k<k′

NH2O+1

VH2O
inter,kk′ + V ImH+

intra +

∑
k

NH2O+1

VH2O,ImH+
inter,k + Vconst

rep (7)
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the reference ab initio values. The parameters for the solvent
water molecules are the same as those in the hydronium VB
states described above.

The constant termV const
rep is included to callibrate the energy

difference between the hydronium and imidazolium in their
global potential minima. The large stabilization of the hydronium
states as compared to the imidazolium state is mainly caused
by the short-range Coulombic interactions between the donor
nitrogen of the imidazole and the acceptor hydrogens of the
adjacent hydronium molecule.

The off-diagonal elements for the water-ImH+ coupling are
modeled as

whereq is the proton-transfer coordinate

and rsc is a scaling factor used to introduce the asymmetry of
the PT potential into the coupling term, given by

The functional form ofA(RNO,q) in eq 8 is taken as the product
of functions

where

and

All of the adjustable parameters entering into the protonated
weak acid EVB state potential were systematically fit to
reproduce select ab initio energetic and geometric features of
the system under consideration and are listed in Table 2. Details
on the fitting procedure are presented in the next section.

The interaction topology of the additional imidazolium VB
state with the other VB states was constructed as follows: The
algorithm searches for hydrogens within a certain radius from
the donor nitrogen atom (2.25 Å in the current parametrization).
Then it locates the closest oxygen atom to this hydrogen. If

this oxygen belongs to a water molecule already included in
the EVB description, the VB state with this hydrogen atom being
the transferring proton is accepted as a new VB state. The
remaining water topology for this new state is taken from the
hydronium VB state which donated its proton to the imidazole.
This procedure ensures that the imidazolium proton can only
be transferred to water molecules included in the EVB complex.
Note that more than one imidazolium VB states can thus be
generated for a given configuration, as there can be more than
one hydrogen atom belonging to an EVB complex water
molecule located within the cutoff distance from the N donor
atom. However, this case is rarely observed, mainly due to the
geometrical restrictions imposed by the 3-dimensional hydrogen-
bond network of the protonated hydration shell. As the hydro-
nium VB states are generated up to a third solvation shell of
the imidazole, a total of 5-7 hydronium and one imidazolium
VB state are typically used during the course of the simula-
tion.

3. MS-EVB Model Parametrization

A. Ab inito Calculations. The MS-EVB PES for the proton
transfer from imidazolium to a hydrated water molecule was
fitted in part to data from ab initio electronic structure
calculations. The number of water molecules solvating the
imidazole ranged from one to four in these studies. The reference
data were recently reported in an ab initio study of PT in the
carbonic anhydrase.31 There, the ImH+-water cluster geometries
were optimized at the HF/4-31G level at several points along
the ImH+-OH2 PT coordinate, and these geometries were used
to calculate MP2/4-31 g energies.

Although the earlier calculations gave a good qualitative
picture of the PT energetics of these systems, it is desirable to
obtain an even more reliable PT PES to which to fit the MS-
EVB model. Therefore, we recalculated the PT PES for the
ImH+-(H2O)n (n ) 1-3) water clusters at a higher level of
theory. Geometries of the global minima of these clusters and
of selected points along the PT coordinate were optimized at
the MP2/6-31G* level with frozen core electrons. This set of
data served as the new reference ab initio PT PES. During the
optimization, all the atomic coordinates were relaxed except
for the planarity restriction on the imidazole ring and the
specifiedR(NO) andR(NH) distances, with N being the proton
donor, O the proton acceptor, and H the transferring proton.
Similar to the work by Nagy et. al.,25 we found that electron
correlation has a relatively large influence of the optimized
geometry of the PT system. Also non-negligible was the
potential energy decrease of the product proton transferred
species (imidazole-hydronium) relative to the imidazolium-
water minimum upon the MP2 geometry optimization. Hydro-
gen bond energies and selected geometric features of the studied
ImH+-(H2O)n clusters are reported in Tables 3 and 4. The PT
potential energy curves as a function of the NH and NO distance
are displayed in Figure 2. Both the two tables and Figure 2 are
discussed in more detail below. All the ab initio calculations
were performed using the Gaussian98 program package.36

B. MS-EVB Potential Fitting Procedure. The MS-EVB PT
potential for the ImH+-(H2O)n (n)1-3) was obtained by a

TABLE 2: Weak Acid MS-EVB Model Parameters for the
Imidazolium VB State Diagonal Matrix Elements

V const
rep -76.29 kcal mol-1

V const
ij -44.17 kcal mol-1

r sc
0 1.08 Å

r NO
0 2.60 Å

RI 2.02 Å-2

aNO 3.30 Å
âI 4.10 Å-2

bNO 2.00 Å
εI 13.00 Å-1

cNO 2.40 Å
γI 4.50 Å-2

hij
ImH+

) Vconst
ij A(RNO,q) (8)

q ) RNH -
RNO

2
rsc (9)

rsc ) r sc
0 -

RNO - r NO
0

15
(10)

A(RNO,q) ) f (RNO)g(q) (11)

f (RNO) )

[exp(-RI(RNO - aNO)2) + exp(-âI(RNO - bNO)2)] ×
[1 + tanh(εI(RNO - cNO))] (12)

g(q) ) exp(-γIq
2) (13)

TABLE 3: Hydrogen Bond Energies and V const
rep Term of

Selected ImH+-(H2O)n Clusters (all in kcal/mol)

MS-EVB HF/6-31G* MP2/6-31G* V const
rep

ImH+-H2O -18.11 -16.95 -20.13 -74.13
ImH+-(H2O)2 -30.45 -29.16 -35.08 -76.26
ImH+-(H2O)3 -40.80 -39.37 -47.97 -80.54
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simulated annealing protocol from the gas-phase cluster which
was cooled to 0 K for predefined fixedR(NH) and R(NO)
distances. The strong dependence of the PT barrier height on
the distance between the proton donor and acceptor is well-
known,37-39 a feature that should be reproduced by any EVB
parametrization. Four different fixed NO distances of 2.45, 2.60,
2.75, and 2.90 Å were used, and the proton in each case was
moved from the ImH+ molecule to the nearest water by steps
of 0.1 Å. The fitting procedure involved the determination of
an appropriate functional form for the EVB state coupling term
and the VB state energy differenceV const

rep . Particular attention
was paid to an accurate reproduction of the PES in the transition
state region. As the imidazolium-water NO distance decreases
from 2.75 Å in ImH+-H2O to 2.60 Å in ImH+-(H2O)3 (see
Table 4), good fits atR(NO) ) 2.60 and 2.75 Å are more
important. The fits at smallR(NO) ) 2.45 Å and largeR(NO)
) 2.90 Å were conducted mainly in order to obtain qualitatively
correct potential behavior at the H-bond geometry limits. Still,
the ab initio potential even in these cases is reproduced to within
a few kilocalories per mole.

The ab initio potential surface for clusters containing 1-3
water molecules relative to the global minimum of a distinct
cluster is displayed in Figure 2. For the sake of clarity, we did
not include the potential curves withR(NO) ) 2.45 and 2.90
Å. Also, note that the PES curves atR(NO) ) 2.60 Å are
artificially shifted upward by 10 kcal/mol to make the figures
easier to interpret. All three figures display no barrier for the
reverse PT atR(NO) ) 2.60 Å, although for clusters containing
three water molecules, there is an obvious plateau. AtR(NO)
) 2.75 Å, then ) 3 cluster displays a clear minimum for the
PT state. Adding waters to the imidazolium lowers the relative
energy of the PT species atR(NO) ) 2.60 Å from ca. 26.7
kcal/mol for n ) 1 to 15.3 kcal/mol forn ) 2 to 6.6 kcal/mol
for n ) 3. A similar trend is exhibited at otherR(NO) distances
as well. The MS-EVB model reproduces the ab inito potential
reasonably well, taking into consideration that a fit in a highly
dimensional parameter space for a complex PES had to be
performed.

To check for correct MS-EVB model behavior at the ImH+-
(H2O)n limit, we MD-quenched small gas-phasen ) 1-3
clusters without any geometry restrictions using the parameter
set obtained by the fitting procedure described above. The
H-bond energies for the MS-EVB method are compared with
the ab initio results in Table 3. The MS-EVB reproduces well
the ab initio formation energies, somewhere between the HF
and MP2 results. The ImH+-OH2 H-bond geometry parameters
of these clusters reported in Table 4 are also found to lie between
the HF and MP2 results. Notice the decrease in theR(NO)
distance and increase inR(NH) distance with increasing number
of water molecules in the cluster, consistent with a lowering of
the PT barrier and enthalpy of the PT reaction, as evident from
Figure 2.

C. Free Energy of Reaction.It is a challenge to correctly
reproduce both the PT barrier and the reaction free energy (∆F)
in solution. A thorough parametrization of small weak acid-
water clusters in the gas phase will identify the trend into the
solution and help to obtain correct deprotonation reaction
energetics for the weak acid when it is immersed in an explicit
water solvent. As mentioned above, since the reaction PES is

TABLE 4: Selected Geometry Parameters (bonds in Å,
angles in deg) of Selected ImH+-(H2O)n Clusters

EVB HF/6-31G* MP2/6-31G*

r(NH) ImH+-H2O 1.056 1.015 1.043
ImH+-(H2O)2 1.063 1.022 1.059
ImH+-(H2O)3 1.069 1.030 1.084

r(NO) ImH+-H2O 2.704 2.819 2.748
ImH+-(H2O)2 2.678 2.748 2.667
ImH+-(H2O)3 2.657 2.689 2.600

θ(NHO) ImH+-H2O 177.5 178.0 176.4
ImH+-(H2O)2 176.7 171.5 171.1
ImH+-(H2O)3 175.6 169.3 170.9

Figure 2. Potential energy surface for PT from imidazolium to
hydronium calculated by the MS-EVB (full lines) and ab initio (dashed
lines) atR(NO) ) 2.75 and 2.60 Å (artificially shifted up by 10 kcal/
mol) for (a) ImH+-H2O, (b) ImH+-(H2O)2, and (c) ImH+-(H2O)3.
The ab initio energies are relative to the energy of the global minimum
of the particular ImH+-water cluster.
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asymmetric, a correct determination of the energy difference,
V const

rep , between the VB states entering in this model (imidazo-
lium and hydronium) is of crucial importance. A complication
in the determination of the termV const

rep in the model stems from
the observation that with an increasing number of water
molecules around the water molecule H-bonded to the weak
acid, theV const

rep term has to be increased in order to obtain an
accurate reproduction of the ab initio hydration PES. The values
of V const

rep we used for then ) 1-3 gas-phase cluster PES fitting
and comparison to the ab initio results are reported in the last
column of Table 3.

The necessity to increase theV const
rep term with increasing

number of waters in the cluster arises from an increased
stabilization of the positively charged hydronium molecule in
the hydronium VB state, due to the large hydration energy of
the hydronium ion. Conversely, in the imidazolium VB state,
the positively charged imidazolium molecule is still mainly
solvated only by one of the first solvation shell water molecules
which is hydrogen bonded to the donor H atom. One can
therefore expect a similar energetic stabilization of the imida-
zolium VB state as it gets solvated further. Unfortunately, we
were unable to extract the fully hydrated form of the imidazo-
lium VB state due to the fact that during the simulated annealing
process the adiabatically added water molecules tend to migrate
toward the hydronium molecule rather than solvate other
imidazolium residue atoms, as they would in the full liquid-
state environment. Thus, to determine the final value ofV const

rep ,
we calculated several short umbrella sampling simulations with
the simulation box containing the imidazolium molecule and
solvent water (cf. details in the next section) and varied the
value ofV const

rep to obtain the correct value of∆F.
The experimental free energy of reaction, as discussed in our

previous work,19 can be calculated from the pKa of the reacting
species and is found to be equal to 11.8 kcal/mol. We have
also compared this experimental value to that obtained from an
ab initio calculation. Harmonic zero-point energy and the
thermal energy corrected free energy from the Gaussian9836

frequency output was used to obtain a free energy estimate of
the reacting species in the gas phase. The free energy of the
ImH+ deprotonation reaction in the gas phase was then calcu-
lated as a difference in free energies of the products and
reactants, yielding a value of 57.9 kcal/mol. The sum of free
energies of solvation of the dissociated species involved in the
reaction, calculated using the Polarizable Continuum Model,40

yields -46.7 kcal/mol for the reaction. The free energy of the
reaction in the solution was then estimated to be the sum of the
free energy of the reaction in a gas phase and the solvation free
energy difference between the reactants and products. This way,
the free energy of the imidazolium deprotonation in the solution
is estimated to be 11.3 kcal/mol, in close agreement with the
experimental value. Considering the free energies of reaction
obtained above, together with the short umbrella sampling
simulations results, a value for theV const

rep term of-76.29 kcal/
mol was found to give the best fit to the experimental results.
We note that this value is very close to that obtained from the
an initio fitting procedure for the case of ImH+-(H2O)2 listed
in Table 3.

4. Methods of Simulation

All the calculations described below were performed in a
classical MD simulation framework. The ImH+ molecule was
immersed in a cubic simulation box (L ) 17.83 Å) containing
186 water molecules, which corresponds to molar acid concen-

tration of 0.29 M. (We note that no counterion was contained
in this simulation, which should be a reasonable approximation
in this relatively low concentration limit.) Periodic boundary
conditions were employed and the long-range Coulombic forces
were treated with Ewald summation.41 A real-space screening
factor ofκ ) 6.3/L was used, and the k-space was expanded in
a total of 1664 k-vectors. The Lennard-Jones intermolecular
potential was smoothed to zero at theL/2 distance using a spline
function. The MD time integration step within the Verlet
integrator was 0.5 fs in all simulations reported.

To obtain the free energy along selected degrees of freedom
for the ImH+ deprotonation, we used the umbrella sampling
technique.42,43 In our previous work, the geometric proton-
transfer coordinateq as defined in eq 9 was used as the reaction
coordinate for the umbrella potential with the scaling factorrsc

set to unity. However, we found that atq > 0.2 Å, corresponding
to the Im-hydronium state|1〉 in Figure 1, the excess proton is
often seen to oscillate between the hydronium and its first
solvation shell waters. This increases both statistical and
systematic error in the free energy because a large portion of
phase space has to be explored while the value of PT coordinate
remains relatively fixed due to the umbrella potential. Also, the
shuttling of the proton to other waters via the Gro¨tthus
mechanism can be improperly constrained.

Therefore, it is desirable to use a different PT coordinate that
more generally describes the movement of the charge associated
with the excess proton away from the imidazole molecule. The
option chosen in this work was to define the PT coordinate (and
with it the umbrella sampling reaction coordinate) as the
difference between the center of excess charge (CEC) of the
full MS-EVB complex and the nitrogen proton donor atom of
the imidazole molecule. The CEC reaction coordinate is thus
expressed as

wherexN is the imidazole nitrogen atom donor position and
xCEC is the center of excess protonic charge defined as

In this relation,ci
2(x) is the amplitude of EVB statei, andx i

COC

is the center of charge of the hydronium in a given hydronium
EVB state or a center of charge of the donor nitrogen and
transferring proton atoms in the case of the imidazolium EVB
state. There is a total ofNEVB possible MS-EVB states. The
value of the CEC PT coordinate varies from around 0.65 Å in
the case when the excess proton is localized on the imidazolium
molecule to 2.6-3.0 Å when it is on the hydronium adjacent
to the imidazole. Values larger than 3.0 Å correspond to the
proton diffusing (or “hopping”) into the aqueous phase.

The umbrella potential was chosen to be of harmonic form,
given by

Since the gradient of the proton transfer potential varies
considerably with theqCEC coordinate, the force constantk was
adjusted so that a satisfactory number of samples were accepted
in each window. For each window, individual trajectories were
equilibrated for 25 ps, and the data was collected in the NVT
ensemble44 for a period of 150 ps. A total of 60 umbrella
windows were used, spanning the rangeq0 ) 0.65 Å-3.60 Å,

qCEC ) |xCEC - xN| (14)

xCEC ) ∑
i)1

NEVB

ci
2(x)x i

COC (15)

Vumbrella
i (qCEC) ) k

2
(qCEC - q0)

2 (16)
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with a window size of 0.35 Å. The constant temperature
weighted histogram analysis technique (WHAM),45 as modified
by Roux,46 was used to match the individual umbrella windows
and to obtain a continuous free energy (FE) curve. A second
umbrella sampling simulation was computed using just a two-
state EVB (2-EVB) model, comprising only of states|1〉 and
|2〉 as shown in Figure 1, solvated by TIP3P water. No additional
hydronium states were allowed on nearby water molecules. This
allows one to assess the effect of hydronium solvation, polariza-
tion, and shuttling by the surrounding solvent on the proton-
transfer free energy profile.

Another point of interest is the influence of the solvated
protonated imidazole (ImH+) and its neutral form (Im) on the
solvent, in particular the equilibrium and dynamic properties
of the water solution in the presence of the solute and the
possibility of proton shuttling from the weak acid ion pair into
the solution. Both simulations were computed using the N-state
EVB model. In this case, the system was thermalized at 300 K
for 50 ps, followed by 50 ps equilibration and 200 ps constant
energy data collection. One simulation focused on the imida-
zolium, while another on the imidazole. Five trajectories with
independent initial conditions were used in each case. Since
the PT barrier is relatively high in both directions, no reactive
event was observed involving the imidazole molecule. The
energy conservation in both imidazolium-water and imidazole-
hydronium-water systems was reasonably good with energy
drift of about 1.5% per 100 ps.

5. Results and Discussion

A. Imidazolium Free Energy of Deprotonation. The free
energy curves for the PT reaction along the center of excess
charge reaction coordinate for both the N-EVB and 2-EVB
models are displayed in Figure 3. The N-EVB curve shows a
solvent-induced stabilization of the product species with a
reaction free energy∆F ) 12.00 kcal/mol. The proton-transfer
barrier in the forward direction is 15.95 kcal/mol. Note the
flattened area on the N-EVB free energy curve in the product
region atqCEC g 2.7 Å. At this distance, the excess proton is
fully transferred and is bound to the Im first solvation shell
water molecule. Further movement along the reaction coordinate
results in reorganization of the solvent around the imidazole
molecule and shuttling of the excess proton into the solution.
In contrast to the N-EVB model, the 2-EVB curve shows no
minimum in the product hydronium region, as there are no other

water-hydronium VB states that would stabilize the product
through proton shuttling. Thus, the 2-EVB free energy curve
continues to rise to aboutqCEC ) 3.0 Å, and only past this value
does it somewhat flatten. This flattening can again be related
to the excess charge diffusing into the aqueous solution, though
by a classical diffusion mechanism. A comparison of these two
curves shows the very significant influence of the proton
shuttling on the weak acid dissociation process.

A complementary picture of the PT process can be obtained
from a composite 3D free energy plot relating two variables,
the center of excess charge and the distanceR(NO) between
the nitrogen donor atom and the oxygen acceptor. The acceptor
is here defined as the oxygen atom belonging to the water with
the largest hydronium EVB state amplitude. The free energy
was calculated similarly to that in our previous work,19 using
the probability densityp[qCEC,R(NO) ] and adjusting the free
energy for each umbrella window by the window shift coef-
ficient obtained from the WHAM window adjustment algorithm.

The composite free energy plot is displayed in Figure 4 (upper
panel corresponds to the 2-EVB model, lower panel to N-EVB).
The left part of the plot up to aboutqCEC ) 1.5 Å is similar in
the two models, suggesting that the imidazolium solvation is
sufficiently desribed here by the inclusion of just one hydronium
EVB state. On the other hand, the product regions of the two
plots differ dramatically. While no product stabilization can be
seen in the 2-EVB case, the N-EVB plot reveals a large basin

Figure 3. Imidazolium deprotonation free energy plot as a function
of the center of excess charge coordinateqCEC for the N-EVB (full
line) and 2-EVB (dashed line) models.

Figure 4. 3D plot of the imidazolium deprotonation free energy surface
as a function of the center of excess charge coordinateqCEC and the
distance between the nitrogen donor atom and dominant hydronium
EVB state oxygen atom,R(NO), using (a) the 2-EVB model and (b)
the N-EVB model.
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at qCEC > 2.5 Å, corresponding to hydrated proton stabilized
by the solvent. Note the several shallow minima in this region
as theR(NO) increases. These correspond to more localized
positions of the hydronium oxygens as the proton shuttles away
from the nitrogen atom donor into the solution. There appears
to be a very small barrier for the proton to shuttle further into
solution, in accord with the previous simulation results of the
protonated water solution.16-18

Further insight into the microscopic details of the system
during and after the initial proton-transfer step can be obtained
by examining the changes in the amplitudes of various VB
states,ci

2, along the reaction coordinate. A plot of the free
energy surface as a function of the composite coordinateci

2

andqCEC for the N-EVB system is shown in Figure 5. The free
energy was calculated the same way as mentioned above, using
the probability densityp(qCEC,ci

2). Theci
2 in panel a of Figure

5 represents the amplitude of the imidazolium VB state. It is
nearly unity on the left side of the reaction coordinate, when
this state dominates, but it approaches zero atqCEC > 2.6 Å. In
the panels b and c of Figure 5, theci

2 coordinates represent the
amplitudes of the first and second most dominant hydronium
VB states. In the reactant region, the dominant hydronium VB
state amplitude is close to zero, and it rises continuously as the
proton moves away from the imidazole. From the reactant state
to the start of transition region at ca.qCEC ) 1.5 Å, the sum of
this hydronium and the imidazolium states VB amplitudes is
close to unity, since the other VB states couple only weakly
with the reacting system. The most dominant hydronium state
represents the hydronium molecule that is being formed by the
ImH+ deprotonation. The probablility distribution of the EVB
amplitude of this state in the product region displays a maximum
of about 0.75 atqCEC ) 2.6 Å. Such a large VB amplitude
signals a preference for an Eigen-like species solvated evenly
by the Im and two surrounding waters. As the CEC moves
further away from the Im, however, the average amplitude of
this EVB state slowly decreases. This reduction is caused by
the delocalization of the excess proton charge to the other VB
states that solvate the first solvation shell hydronium, which
become increasingly populated as the center of excess charge
moves away from the N atom donor. Consequently, the
amplitude of the second most dominant hydronium VB state
increases from zero in the transition state region to ca. 0.20 in
the product area. The decrease of the dominant hydronium VB
state amplitude in the product region signals a rising Zundel-
like contribution as the CEC moves away from the imidazole
to the limit that is seen in the bulk water simulation results.17

Since the proton transfer away from the initial hydronium
proton acceptor is enabled in the MS-EVB model, the proton
is free to transfer further into the solution. The index of the
dominant hydronium can thus change over the trajectory run.
On the other hand, this transfer is limited by the presence of
the umbrella potential that fixes the distance between the CEC
and the N donor atom, which enables us to observe continuous
movement of the proton from the imidazolium molecule into
the water solution.

B. Solvation Structure of the Imidazolium/Imidazole.
While a more detailed examination of the weak acid deproto-
nation mechanism will be the subject of a subsequent study, it
is instructive to inspect the water solvation structure around the
imidazole molecule in both the protonated and neutral states.
As the imidazole molecule has only one plane of symmetry,
radial distribution functions, which rely on the spherical or
cylindrical symmetry around the atoms of interest (in our case
the N donor), do not provide a completely adequate description.

A projection of the nuclear densities on a 3-D grid provides an
alternative for inspecting the microscopic situation from the
simulation. For each of the umbrella windows, we sampled the
nuclear density distribution around the imidazole molecule, with
the coordinates in the simulation box transformed at each time
step so that the imidazole molecule lies in thexy plane and the
N donor is at the center of the box. The plots in Figure 6 show
areas with the atomic density four times the average density in
the simulation box or greater. When the proton is bound to the
imidazole (such as atqCEC ) 0.7 Å in Figure 6a), the atom

Figure 5. 3D plot of the imidazolium deprotonation free energy surface
as a function of the center of excess charge coordinateqCEC and VB
amplitudeci

2 of (a) the imidazolium, (b) the most dominant hydro-
nium, and the second most dominant hydronium (c) VB state using
the N-EVB model.
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density plot indicates a clear “one water molecule” solvation
pattern on both imidazole N atoms (recall that only one of these
nitrogen atoms is allowed to be a proton donor in our MS-
EVB model). The positions of these density maxima are
localized in a conical distribution around the NH axes. The
spherical hydrogen density pattern close to the N donor in Figure
6a represents the proton bound to this nitrogen. A less populated
oxygen density area can be seen in the proximity of the other
hydrogen atoms bound to the imidazolium ring. There is no
distinct area with high water density located off the imidazolium
molecular plane.

In the neutral imidazole, the water (oxygen) density distribu-
tion around the protonated N atom (which does not take part in
the PT) remains almost unchanged. On the other hand, the
probability density of the water molecules (and hydronium)
around the N donor (qCEC ) 2.6 Å in Figure 6b) is more
delocalized, with a distribution reaching further away from the
imidazole molecule plane. This area of high water probability
density represents the VB complex of the hydronium ion and
its hydrating water molecules. With an increasing CEC reaction
coordinate, a distinct rise in the water population density above
and below the imidazole plane can be observed. There is one
water molecule hydrating each side, which is not included in
the VB complex. One hydrogen atom of each of these waters
is oriented toward the negative point charges other than nitrogen
atoms in the Im ring. Since the sum of ring point charges in
the protonated Im is much less negative than that in the neutral
Im, this pattern is not observed in Figure 6a.

C. Dynamics of the PT in the Presence of Imidazolium/
Imidazole. To compare the dynamic properties of the solution
containing the imidazolium or imidazole molecule with the
hydrated proton solution without the solute, we performed two
microcanonical ensemble simulations. One focused on the
solvated ImH+-H2O system and the other on ImH+-H3O+.
Due to a large PT barrier, the simulation of the imidazolium
solvated in water did not produce any proton transfer to the
solvent waters. The proton stays bound to the nitrogen atom
donor throughout the course of simulation, with the imidazolium
VB state amplitude around 0.99. The water diffusion constant
increases slightly with the presence of the imidazolium molecule
to 0.34 ( 0.04 Å2 ps-1. Disruption of the water hydrogen
bonded structure around the ImH+ coupled with the excess
charge on the imidazolium is the most likely cause for this
increase. On the other hand, since the excess charge is located
on the imidazolium, the CEC diffusion reflects that of the larger
imidazolium molecule and is only 0.17( 0.06 Å2 ps-1.

Also in the simulation of the neutral imidazole in the
protonated water solution, we did not observe any reverse proton
transfer toward the nitrogen atom donor. The water diffusion
constant is within the error bars of the imidazolium-water
solution at 0.32( 0.02 Å2 ps-1. The center of excess charge
diffusion constant, having a value 0.35( 0.12 Å2 ps-1, matches
a result obtained in the pure protonated water simulation using
the full-charge MS-EVB model. The rather low concentration
of the weak acid conjugate base in the solution has also very
small effects on transfer rates of the excess proton in the solvent
at the limit of statistical resolution. These observations, showing
a very small effect of the solute in small concentrations on the
PT of the excess proton in the water solution, are in accord
with those noted in our previous work19 that examined a Cl-

anion solution in the protonated water.

6. Conclusions

A multistate empirical valence bond model for the dissocia-
tion of a weak acid molecule in water has been described in
this paper. To express more generally the charge interactions
between the protonated water solution and the weak acid
conjugate base, our original MS-EVB model for the hydrated
proton has been modified. The weak acid MS-EVB model was
applied to study the imidazolium cation deprotonation reaction.
The model was first parametrized to describe accurately the
potential energy surface of the imidazolium deprotonation in
small ImH+-H2O clusters. Molecular dynamics simulations
together with umbrella sampling were then performed in order
to obtain the free energy surface relevant to the PT process in
the bulk phase. The free energy of reaction is found to be 12.00
kcal/mol, with a forward PT barrier height of 15.95 kcal/mol.
This result was compared with a reduced EVB model involving
only two VB states, those of the ImH+ proton donor and first
solvation shell water molecule acceptor. This model shows no
minimum in the hydronium product region, indicating the
importance of the proton charge delocalization and shuttling
into the hydration shells of the aqueous solutionsa feature that
can be only captured by a multistate description. While the
imidazolium shows a relatively localized solvation pattern with
a water density mainly around the two N-H groups that can
act as proton donors, the water structure is more delocalized
around the neutral imidazole. Wider water density patterns are
observed around the nitrogen atoms and, additionally, above
and below the aromatic ring. Finally, both equilibrium and
dynamic parameters of the PT in the protonated water solution
are found to be almost unaffected by the presence of the
imidazole molecule at these concentrations.

Figure 6. Atom density plot for the normalized hydrogen and oxygen
atomic distribution around the imidazole molecule: (a)qCEC ) 0.70 Å
and (b)qCEC ) 3.00 Å. Oxygen density in dark gray and hydrogen
density in light gray.
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